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How to use jinja template in python

This document describes the syntax and semantics of the template engine and will be most useful in reference to those who create Jinja templates. Because the template engine is very flexible, the configuration from the application may be slightly different from the code presented here in terms of delimiters and the behavior of undefined values. A Jinja
template is simply a text file. Jinja can generate any text-based format (HTML, XML, CSV, LaTeX, etc.). A Jinja template doesn't need to have a specific extension: .html, .xml, or other extension is fine. A template contains variables and/or expressions, which are replaced with values when a template is rendered. and codes, which control the logic of the
template. The template syntax is strongly inspired by Django and Python. Below is a minimal template that illustrates some basics by using the default Jinja configuration. We will cover the details later in this document: &lt;! DOCTYPE html&gt;&lt;html lang=en&gt;&lt;head&gt;&lt;title&gt;My website&lt;/title&gt;&lt;/head&gt;&lt;body&gt;&lt;ul id=navigation&gt;
{% for item in navigation %} &lt;li&gt;&lt;a href={{ item.href }}&gt;{{ item.caption }}&lt;/a&gt;&lt;/li&gt;{% end for %}&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;h1&gt;My Website&lt;/h1&gt; {{ a_variable }} {# a comment #} &lt;/body&gt;&lt;/html&gt; The following example shows the default configuration settings. An application developer can change the syntax configuration from {% foo %} to
&lt; %foo %&gt; or something similar. There are some types of punctuation marks. The default Jinja delimiter is configured as follows: Template variables are defined by the context dictionary that is sent to the template. You can mess around with the variables in templates provided they are submitted by the program. Variables can have attributes or elements
on them you can also access. The attributes of a variable depend greatly on the application providing this variable. You can use a dot (.) to access attributes for a variable in addition to the default Python __getitem__ lowered syntax ([]). The following lines do the same: {{ foo.bar }} {{ foo['bar'] }} It is important to know that the outer double-curing braces are
not part of the variable, but the write statement. If you can access variables in codes do not put braces around them. If there is no variable or attribute, you will get back an undefined value. What you can do with this type of value depends on the application configuration: The default behavior is to evaluate to an empty string if it is printed or rendered above,
and fails for all other operations. Variables can be changed by filters. Filters are separate from the variable by a pipe symbol (|) and can have optional arguments in parentheses. Several filters can be chained. The output from one filter is applied to the next. For example, {{ name|striptags|title }} removes all HTML tags from the variable name and title-case
output (title(striptags(name))). Filters that accept arguments have parentheses around the arguments, just like a function shell. For example: {{ listx|join(', ') will join a list list comma (str.join(', ', listx)). The list of built-in filters below describes all the built-in filters. Next to filters there are also so-called tests available. Tests can be used to test a variable against a
common expression. To test a variable or expression, add, plus the name of the test after the variable. For example, to determine whether a variable is defined, you can make the name defined, which then returns true or false depending on whether the name is defined in the current template context. Tests can also accept arguments. If the test takes only one
argument, you can exclude the parentheses. For example, the following two expressions do the same: {% if loop.index is divisible by 3%} {% if loop.index is divisible by(3) %} The list of embedded tests below describes all the built-in tests. In the default configuration: A single succession new line is removed if there are other spaces (spaces, tabs, newlines,
etc.) returned unchanged If an application configures Jinja to trim_blocks, the first newline is automatically removed after a template code (as in PHP). The lstrip_blocks option can also be set to strip tabs and spaces from the beginning of a line to the beginning of a block. (Nothing will be removed if there are other characters before the start of the block.) With
both trim_blocks and lstrip_blocks enabled, you can put block codes on their own lines, and the entire block line is removed when rendered, preserving spaces of the content. Without the trim_blocks and lstrip_blocks options, this template: &lt;div&gt; {% if true %} yay {% endif %} &lt;/div&gt; rendered with blank lines in div: But with both trim_blocks and
lstrip_blocks enabled, the template block lines are removed and other spaces are retained: You can manually disable the lstrip_blocks behavior by inserting a plus sign (+) at the beginning of a block: &lt;div&gt; {%+ if any %}yay{% endif %} &lt;/div&gt; You can also strip spaces in templates by hand. If you add a minus sign (-) at the start or end of a block (e.g.
a For code), a comment or a variable expression, the spaces are removed before or after the block: {% for item in seq -%} {{ item }} {%- endfor %} This provides all items without spaces between them. If seq was a list of numbers from 1 to 9, the output would be 123456789. If line statements are enabled, the leading spaces automatically remove up to the
beginning of the line. By default, Jinja2 also removes successive new lines. To keep individual new lines, configure Jinja to keep_trailing_newline. Do not add spaces between the code and the minus sign. valid: {%- if foo -%}... {% endif %} invalid: {% - if foo - %}... {% endif %} It is sometimes desirable - even necessary - to have Jinja ignore parts it would
otherwise handle as variables or blocks. For example, if you want to use {{ as a raw string in a template and don't start a variable, you must use a trick. The simplest to output a literal variable delimiter ({{) by using a variable expression: For larger sections, it makes sense to select a block raw. For example, to include sample Jinja syntax in a template, you
can use this snippet: {% raw %} &lt;ul&gt; {% for item in seq %} &lt;li&gt;{{ item }}&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} &lt;/ul&gt; {% draw %} If line excerpts are enabled by the application, it is possible to mark a line as a statement. For example, if the line statement prefix is configured to #, the following corresponds to two examples: &lt;ul&gt; # for item in seq &lt;li&gt;{{
item }}&lt;/li&gt;# end of&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt; {% for item in seq %} &lt;li&gt;{{ item }}&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} &lt;/ul&gt; The line statement prefix can be displayed anywhere on the line as long as no text precedes it. For better readability, statements starting a block (for example, for, if, elif etc.) may end with a colon: # for item in seq: ... # endfor Note Line
phrases can stretch across multiple lines if there are open brackets, braces or parentheses: &lt;ul&gt; # for href, caption in [('index.html', 'Index'), ('about.html', 'About')]: &lt;li&gt;&lt;a href={{{ href }}&gt;{{ caption }}&lt;/a&gt;&lt;/li&gt; #endfor &lt;/ul&gt; Since Jinja 2.2, line-based comments are available too. For example, if the line comment prefix is configured
to be ##, everything from ## to the end of the line (except the new line character): # for the item in seq: &lt;li&gt;{{ element }}&lt;/li&gt;This comment is ignored for the most powerful part of Jinja is malarv. Malarv allows you to build a basic skeletal template that contains all the common elements on your site and defines blocks that child templates can override.
Sounds complicated, but is very basic. It's easiest to understand it by starting with an example. This template, which we call the base.html defines a single HTML skeletal document that you can use for a simple page with two columns. It is the job of child templates to fill the blank blocks with content: &lt;! DOCTYPE html&gt;&lt;html lang=en&gt;&lt;head&gt;
{% blockhead %} &lt;link rel=stylesheet href=style.css&gt;&lt;title&gt;{% block title %} {% end block %} - My Web Page&lt;/title&gt; {% end block %} &lt;/head&gt;&lt;body&gt;&lt;div id=content&gt;{% blocks content %} {% end block %}&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div id=footer&gt; {% block footer %} © Copyright 2008 by &lt;a href= amp;gt;you&lt;/a&gt;. {% end block %}
&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/body&gt;&lt;/html&gt; In this example, the {% block %} tags define four blocks that child templates can fill in. All block codes tell the template engine that a child template can override the placeholders in the template. A child template may look like this: {% expands base.html %} {% block title %}Index{% end block %} {% block header %} {{
super() }} &lt;style type=text/css&gt; .important { color: #336699; } &lt;/style&gt; {% end block %} {% block content %} class=important&gt; Welcome to my amazing homepage. The &lt;/p&gt; {% end block %} {% extends %} tag is the key here. It tells the template engine that this template expands another template. When the template system evaluates this
first find the parent. The Extends code should be the first code in the template. All before printing normally and may cause confusion. For more information about this behavior and how to take advantage of it, see Zero-Master Fallback. Also, a block will always be filled in regardless of whether the surrounding state is evaluated to be true or false. The file
name of the template depends on the template loader. For example, FileSystemLoader gives you access to other templates by providing the file name. You can access templates in slash subdirectories: {% expands layout/default.html %} But this issue may depend on the application that embeds Jinja. Note that because the child template does not define the
footer block, the value from the parent template is used instead. You cannot define multiple {% block %} tags with the same name in the same template. This limitation exists because a block code works in both directions. That is, a block code not only provides a placeholder to fill - it also defines the content that fills the placeholder in the parent. If there were
two {% block codes with the same name in a template, the template's parent doesn't know which of the blocks' content to use. However, if you want to print a block multiple times, you can use the special self-variable and call the block with this name: &lt;title&gt;{% block title %} {% end block %}&lt;/title&gt;&lt;h1&gt;{{ self.title() }}&lt;/h1&gt; {% block body %}
{% end block %} It is possible to render the contents of the parent block by pressing super call. This returns the results of the parent block: {% block sidebar %} &lt;h3&gt;Table of Contents&lt;/h3&gt; ... {{ super() }} {% end block %} Blocks can be nested for more complex layouts. However, per default block cannot access variables from external scope: {% for
item in seq %} &lt;li&gt;{% block loop_item %} {{ item }} {% end block %}&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} This example will send blank &lt;li&gt; items because the item is not available inside the block. The reason for this is that if the block is replaced by a child template, a variable that was not defined in the block or sent to the context is displayed. Starting with Jinja
2.2, you can explicitly specify that variables are available in a block by setting the block to scoped by adding the scoped modifier to a block declaration: {% for item in seq %} &lt;li&gt;{% block loop_item scope %} {{ item }} {% end block %}&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} When you override a block, the scope-controlled modifier does not need. Changelog If a master
object was sent in the template context, you can also expand from the object. Provided that the call code sends a layout template that layout_template to the environment, this code works: {% expands layout_template %} Previously, the layout_template variable had to be a string with the layout template's file name for this to work. When generating HTML
from templates, there is always a risk that a variable include characters that affect the resulting HTML code. There are two approaches: &lt;/li&gt; &lt;/li&gt; rømmer hver variabel; eller automatisk unnslippe alt som standard. Jinja støtter begge deler. Hva som brukes avhenger av programkonfigurasjonen. Standardkonfigurasjonen er ingen automatisk rømmer.
av ulike grunner: Å unnslippe alt unntatt sikre verdier vil også bety at Jinja rømmer variabler kjent for å ikke inkludere HTML (f.eks tall, boolske) som kan være en stor ytelse hit. Informasjonen om sikkerheten til en variabel er svært skjør. Det kan hende at ved å tvinge trygge og usikre verdier, er returverdien dobbeltflyktet HTML. Hvis manuell rømmer er
aktivert, er det ditt ansvar å unnslippe variabler om nødvendig. Hva du skal flykte? Hvis du har en variabel som kan inneholde noen av følgende tegn (&gt;, &lt;, &amp;,= or= )= you= should= escape= it= unless= the= variable= contains= well-formed= and= trusted= html.= escaping= works= by= piping= the= variable= through= the= |e= filter:= when=
automatic= escaping= is= enabled,= everything= is= escaped= by= default= except= for= values= explicitly= marked= as= safe.= variables= and= expressions= can= be= marked= as= safe= either= in:= the= context= dictionary= by= the= application= with= markupsafe.markup,= or= the= template,= with= the= |safe= filter= the= main= problem= with= this=
approach= is= that= python= itself= doesn’t= have= the= concept= of= tainted= values;= so= whether= a= value= is= safe= or= unsafe= can= get= lost.= if= a= value= is= not= marked= safe,= auto-escaping= will= take= place;= which= means= that= you= could= end= up= with= double-escaped= contents.= double-escaping= is= easy= to= avoid ,=
however:= just= rely= on= the= tools= jinja2= provides= and= don’t= use= builtin= python= constructs= such= as= str.format= or= the= string= modulo= operator= (%).= jinja2= functions= (macros,= super,= self.blockname)= always= return= template= data= that= is= marked= as= safe.= string= literals= in= templates= with= automatic= escaping= are=
considered= unsafe= because= native= python= strings= (str,= unicode,= basestring)= are= not= markupsafe.markup= strings= with= an= __html__= attribute.= a= control= structure= refers= to= all= those= things= that= control= the= flow= of= a= program= -= conditionals= (i.e.= if/elif/else),= for-loops,= as= well= as= things= like= macros= and= blocks.=
with= the= default= syntax,= control= structures= appear= inside= {%= ...= %}= blocks.= loop= over= each= item= in= a= sequence.= for= example,= to= display= a= list= of= users= provided= in= a= variable= called= users:=&gt;&lt;/ ,&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Medlemmer&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;ul&gt; {% for bruker i brukere %} &lt;li&gt;{{ user.username|e }}&lt;/li&gt; {% slutt for
%} &lt;/ul&gt; Etter hvert som variabler i maler beholder objektegenskapene sine, er det mulig å yte over beholdere som dict: &lt;dl&gt; {% for nøkkel, verdi i my_dict.items() %} &lt;dt&gt;{{ nøkkel|e }}&lt;/dt&gt;&lt;dd&gt;{{ value|e }}&lt;/dd&gt; {% endfor %}&lt;/dl&gt; Merk imidlertid at Python-indekser ikke er bestilt. så det kan være lurt å enten a sorted list of
tuple s - or a collection. OrderedDict – to the template, or use the dictation filter. Inside a for-loop block, you can access some special variables: Variable description loop.index Current iteration of the loop. (1 indexed) loop.index0 Current iteration of the loop. (0 indexed) loop.revindex loop.revindex number of iterations from the end of the loop (1 indexed)
loop.revindex0 Number of iterations from the end of the loop (0 indexed) loop.first True if first iteration. loop.last True if last iteration. loop.length Number of items in the sequence. loop.cycle A help function that should scroll between a list of sequences. See the explanation below. loop.depth Indicates how deep in a recursive loop rendering is at the moment.
Starting at level 1 loop.depth0 Indicates how deep in a recursive loop the rendering is at the moment. Starts at level 0 loop.previtem The item from the previous iteration of the loop. Undefined during the first iteration. loop.nextitem The element from the following iteration of the loop. Undefined during the last iteration. loop.changed(*val) True if previously
called with a different value (or not called at all). Within a for-loop, it is possible to scroll between a list of strings/variables each time through the loop using the special loop.cycle assistant: {% for row in rows %} &lt;li class={{ loop.cycle('odd', 'even') }}&gt;{{ row }}&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} Since Jinja 2.1, there is an additional cycling assistant that allows loop-
unbound cycling. For more information, take a look at the list of global features. Unlike in Python, it is not possible to break or continue in a loop. However, you can filter the sequence during iteration, which allows you to skip items. The following example skips all users who are hidden: {% for the user in users if not user.hidden %} &lt;li&gt;{{ user.username|e
}}&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} The benefit is that the special loop variable counts correctly; thus do not count users not iterated over. If no iteration occurred because the sequence was blank or the filtering removed all elements from the sequence, you can render a default block using other: &lt;ul&gt; {% for user in users %} &lt;li&gt;{{ user.username|e }}&lt;/li&gt;
{% other %} &lt;li&gt;&lt;em&gt;no users found&lt;/em&gt;&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} &lt;/ul&gt; Please note that in Python, other blocks are performed when the corresponding loop did not break. Since Jinja loops can't break anyway, a slightly different behavior of the second keyword was chosen. It is also possible to use loops recursively. This is useful if you are
working with recursive data such as sitemaps or RDFa. If you want to use loops recursively, you must basically add the recursive modifier to the loop definition and call the loop variable with the new eisable where you want to repeat. The following example implements a sitemap with recursive loops: &lt;ul class=sitemap&gt; {%- for site map element recursive
%} &lt;li&gt;&lt;a href={{ item.href|e }}&gt;{{ item.title }}&lt;/a&gt; {%- if item.children -%} &lt;ul class=submenu&gt;{{ loop(item.children) }}&lt;/ul&gt; {%- endif %}&lt;/li&gt; {%- end for %} &lt;/ul&gt; Loop variable always refers to the nearest (innermost) loop. If we have more than one level of we can rebind the variable loop by typing {% set outer_loop = loop %}
after the loop we want to use recursively. Then we can call it using {{ outer_loop(...) }} Please note that that in loops will be cleared at the end of the iteration and can not survive the loop scope. Older versions of Jinja2 had an error where in some cases it turned out that missions would work. This is not supported. For more information about how to handle
this, see Tasks. If all you want to do is check if any value has changed since the last iteration or want to change in the next iteration, you can use previtem and nextitem: {% for value in values %} {% if loop.previtem is defined and value &gt; loop.previtem %} Value only increased! {% endif %} {{ value }} {% if loop.nextitem is defined and loop.nextitem &gt;
value %} The value will increase even more! {% endif %} {% end for %} If you only care about the value that changes at all, it is even easier to use modified: {% for entry in entries %} {% if loop.changed(entry.category) %} &lt;h2&gt;{{ entry.category }}&lt;/h2&gt; {% sluttif %} &lt;p&gt;{{ entry.message }}&lt;/p&gt; {% end for %} if the statement in Jinja is
comparable to Python whose statement. In the simplest form, you can use it to test whether a variable is defined, not empty and not false: {% if users %} &lt;ul&gt; {% for user in users %} &lt;li&gt;{{ user.username|e }}&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} &lt;/ul&gt; {% sluttif %} For multiple branches, elif and other things can be used as in Python. You can also use more
complex expressions there: {% if kenny.sick %} Kenny is sick. {% elif kenny.dead %} You killed Kenny! You son of a bitch!!! {% other %} Kenny sees --- so far {% endif %} if can also be used as a built-in expression and for loop filtering. Macros are comparable to functions in common programming languages. They are useful to put commonly used idioms
into reusable functions so as not to repeat yourself (DRY). Here is a small example of a macro that renders a form element: {% macro input(name, value='', type='text', size=20) -%} &lt;input type={{ type }} name={{ name }} value={value|e }} size={{ size }}&gt; {%- endmacro %} The macro can then be called as a function in the namespace: &lt;p&gt;{{
input('username') }}&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;{{ input('password', type='password') }}&lt;/p&gt; If the macro was defined in another template, you must import it first. In macros, you have access to three special variables: varargsIf more position arguments are sent to the macro than the macro is accepted, they end up in the special varargs variable as a list of values.
kwargsLike varargs but for keyword arguments. All unconsumed keyword arguments are stored in this special variable. call skullsIf the macro was called from a call code, the caller in that variable is saved as a callable macro. Macros also reveal some of their internal details. The following attributes are available on a macro object: the name of the macro. {{
input.name }} prints. argumentsA tipple of the names of the arguments the macro accepts. defaultsA tip of default values. catch_kwargsThis applies if the macro accepts additional (that is: access to the special kwargs variable). catch_varargsThis is true if the macro accepts additional additional arguments (that is: access to the special varargs variable).
callerThis is true if the macro accesses the special caller variable and can be called from a call code. If a macro name starts with an underscore, it is not exported and cannot be imported. In some cases, it may be useful to send a macro to another macro. For this purpose, you can use the special call block. The following example shows a macro that benefits
from call functionality and how it can be used: {% macro render_dialog(title, class='dialog') -%} &lt;div class={{ class }}&gt;&lt;h2&gt;{{ title }}&lt;/h2&gt;&lt;div class=contents&gt; {{ caller() }} &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt; {%- endmacro %} {% call render_dialog('Hello World') %} %} This is a simple dialog box rendered using a macro and a call block. {% end call %} It is
also possible to send arguments back to the call block. This makes it useful as a substitute for loops. Typically, a call block works just like an unnamed macro. Here is an example of how a call block can be used with arguments: {% macro dump_users(users) -%} &lt;ul&gt; {%- for user in users %} &lt;li&gt;&lt;p&gt;{{ user.username|e }}&lt;/p&gt;{{ caller(user)
}}&lt;/li&gt; {%- end for %} &lt;/ul&gt; {%- endmacro %} {% call(user) dump_users(list_of_user) %} &lt;dl&gt; &lt;dl&gt;With real&lt;/dl&gt; &lt;dd&gt;name {{ user.realname|e }}&lt;/dd&gt; &lt;dl&gt;Description&lt;/dl&gt; &lt;dd&gt;{{ user.description }}&lt;/dd&gt; &lt;/dl&gt; {% endcall %} Filter sections allow you to apply common Jinja2 filters to a block of template
data. Just break the code in the special filter section: {% filter upper %} This text becomes large {% endfilter %} Inside code blocks, you can also assign values to variables. Top-level assignments (outside of blocks, macros, or loops) are exported from the template, such as top-level macros and can be imported by other templates. Assignments use the set
code and can have multiple dimensions: {% set navigation = [('index.html', 'Index'), ('about.html', 'About')] %} {% set key, value = call_something() %} Scoping Behavior Please remember that it is not possible to enter variables inside a block and have them appear outside it. This also applies to loops. The only exception to this rule is if sentences do not
introduce a scope. Therefore, the following template will not do what you can expect: {% set iterated = false %} {% for item in seq %} {{ item }} {% set iterated = true %} {% endfor %} {% unless iterated %} not iterate {% endif %} Jinja syntax is not possible to do this. Instead, use alternative structures such as the loop or the special loop variable: {% for item in
seq %} {{ element }} {% else %} not repeat {% endfor %} Per version 2.10 more complex use cases can be handled using namespace objects that allow cross-scope migration: {% setns = namespace(found=false) %} {% for item in item in item in item in item in %} {% if item.check_something() %} {% set ns.found = true %} {% endif %} * {{ item.title }} {%
endfor %} Found item that has something: {{ ns.found }} Note had obj.attr notation in the set code is allowed allowed only allowed allowed allowed namespace objects; attempting to assign an attribute to another object will increase an exception. Changelog New in version 2.10: Added support for namespace objects Changelog Starting with Jinja 2.8, it is also
possible to use block mappings to capture the contents of a block to a variable name. This can be useful in some situations as an option for macros. In this situation, instead of using an equal sign and a value, type only the variable name and then everything until {% endset %} is recorded. For example, {% specified navigation %} &lt;li&gt;&lt;a href=/&gt;Index
(index)&lt;/a&gt;&lt;li&gt;&lt;a href=/downloads&gt;Downloads&lt;/a&gt; {% endset %} The navigation variable then contains the HTML source for navigation. Changelog Starting with Jinja 2.10, the block mapping supports filters. Example: {% set reply | wordwrap %} You wrote: {{ message }} {% endset %} Extends code can be used to expand one template
from another. You can have multiple extensions in a file, but only one of them can be performed at a time. See the section on malarv above. Blocks are used for inheritance and act as both placeholders and replacements at the same time. They are documented in detail in the Malarv section. The Include statement is useful for including a template and
returning the rendered content of the file to the current namespace: {% includes 'header.html' %} Body {% includes 'footer.html' %} Included templates have access to the variables in the active context by default. For more information about the context behavior of import and includes, see Import context behavior. From Jinja 2.2 onwards, you can highlight an
include with ignore missing; In this situation, Jinja will ignore the statement if the template to be included does not exist. When combined with or without context, it must be placed before the context statement. Here are some valid examples: {% includes sidebar.html ignore missing %} {% includes sidebar.html ignore missing context %} {% includes
sidebar.html ignore missing without context %} Changelog You can also provide a list of templates marked for existence before inclusion. The first template that exists is included. If disregard is granted, it will fall back to rendering nothing if none of the templates exist, otherwise it will raise an exception. For example, {% include ['page_detailed.html',
'page.html'] %} {% include ['special_sidebar.html', 'sidebar.html'] ignore missing %} Changelog Changed in version 2.4: If a master object was sent to the template context, you can include this object by using the include. Jinja2 supports to put frequently used code into macros. These macros can enter different templates and be imported from there. This
works in the same way as the import statements in Python. It is important to know that the import is cached and imported templates do not have access to the current template variables, only the global ones by default. For more information about import context behavior and includes, see Import context There are two ways to import templates. You can import
a full template into a variable or request specific macros/exported variables from it. Let's say we have a Help module that renders forms (called forms.html): {% macro input(name, value='', type='text') -%} &lt;input type={{ type }} value={{ value|e }} name={name }}&gt; {%- endmacro %} {%- macro text range(name, value='', rows=10, copd=40) -%} &lt;textarea
name={{ name }} rows={{ rows }} cols={{ cols }}&gt;{{ value|e }}&lt;/textarea&gt; {%- endmacro %} The easiest and most flexible way to access a template variables and macros is to import the entire template module into a variable. På den måten kan du få tilgang til attributtene: {% import 'skjemaer.html' som skjemaer %}
&lt;dl&gt;&lt;dt&gt;Brukernavn&lt;/dt&gt;&lt;dd&gt;{{ forms.input('brukernavn') }}&lt;/dd&gt;&lt;dt&gt;Passord&lt;/dt&gt;&lt;dd&gt;{{ forms.input('passord', type='passord') }}&lt;/dd&gt; &lt;/dl&gt;&lt;p&gt;{{ forms.textarea('kommentar') }}&lt;/p&gt; Du kan også importere bestemte navn fra en mal til gjeldende navneområde: {% fra 'skjemaer.html' importere inndata
som input_field, textarea %} &lt;dl&gt;&lt;dt&gt;Brukernavn&lt;/dt&gt;&lt;dd&gt;{{ input_field(brukernavn') }}&lt;/dd&gt;&lt;dt&gt;Passord&lt;/dt&gt;&lt;dd&gt;{{ input_field('passord', type='passord') }}&lt;/dd&gt; &lt;/dl&gt;&lt;p&gt;{{ textarea('kommentar') }}&lt;/p&gt; Makroer og variabler som starter med ett eller flere understrekingstegn , is private and cannot be
imported. Changelog Modified in version 2.4: If a master object was sent to the template context, you can import from the object. By default, included templates are sent the current context, and imported templates are not. The reason for this is that imports, as opposed to include, are cached; as import is often used just like a module that contains macros.
This behavior can be explicitly changed: By adding context or without context to the import/include directive, the current context can be sent to the template and caching can be disabled automatically. Here are two examples: {% from 'forms.html' import input with context %} {% includes 'header.html' without context %} Note In Jinja 2.0 did not include the
context that was sent to the included template variables defined in the template. In fact, this did not work: {% for the box in the %} {% boxes includes render_box.html %} {% endfor %} The included template render_box.html cannot access the box in Jinja 2.0. Starting with Jinja 2.1, render_box.html is able to do so. Jinja allows basic expressions everywhere.
These work very similar to regular Python; even if you're not working with Python, you should feel comfortable with it. The simplest form of expression is literals. Literals are representations for Python objects such as strings and numbers. The following literals exist: Hello World:Anything between two double or single quotation marks is a string. They are
useful when you need a string in the template (e.g. such as arguments for working calls and filters, only to expand or include a template). 42 / 42.23: Integer and floating point numbers are created by simply typing the number down. If a dot is the number is a float, otherwise an integer. Keep in mind that in Python, 42 and 42.0 are different (int and float,
respectively). ['list', 'off', 'objects']:Everything between two parentheses is a list. Lists are useful for storing sequential data to perform above. For example, you can easily create a list of links using lists and tuples for (and with) one for loop: &lt;ul&gt; {% for href, caption in [('index.html', 'Index'), ('about.html', 'About'), ('downloads.html', 'Downloads')] %}
&lt;li&gt;&lt;a href={{ href }}&gt;{caption }}&lt;/a&gt;&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} &lt;/ul&gt; ('tuple', 'av', 'values'):Tuples are like lists that cannot be changed (immutable). If a tipple has only one element, it must be followed by commas (('1-tuple',)). Tuples are typically used to represent elements of two or more elements. See the list example above for more
information. {'dict': 'off', 'key': 'and', 'value': 'par'}:A poem in Python is a structure that combines keys and values. Keys must be unique and always have exactly one value. Dicts are rarely used in templates; they are useful in some rare cases, such as the xmlattr() filter. True/False: True is always true and fake is always fake. The special constants true, false
and none are actually lowercase. Because it caused confusion in the past, (True is used to expand to an undefined variable that was considered false), all three can now also be written in title case (True, False, and None). However, for consistency (all Jinja identifiers are lowercase), you should use the small versions. Jinja allows you to calculate with values.
This is rarely useful in templates, but exists for the sake of completeness. The following operators are supported: +Adds two objects together. Usually the objects are numbers, but if both are strings or lists, you can pair them in this way. However, this is not the preferred way to pair strings! For string capture, take a look at the ~ operator. {{ 1 + 1 }} is 2. -
Subtract the second number from the first one. {{ 3 - 2 }} is 1. /Split two numbers. The return value will be a floating point. {{ 1 / 2 }} is {{ 0.5 }}. Split two numbers and return the truncated integer result. {{ 20 // 7 }} is 2. %Calculate the rest of an integer division. {{ 11 % 7 }} is 4. * Multiply the left operand with the right one. {{ 2 * 2 }} returns 4. This can also be
used to repeat a string several times. {{ '=' * 80 }} would print a line of 80 equal characters. **Raise the left operand to the power of the right operand. {{ 2**3 }} will return on 8 May 2018. ==Compares two objects for equality. !=Compares two objects to inequality. &gt;true if the left side is larger than the right side. &gt; =true if the left side is greater or equal to
the right side. &lt;true if= the= left= hand= side= is lower= than= the= right= hand= side.=&gt;&lt;/true&gt;&lt;=true if the left hand side is lower or equal to the right hand side. For if statements, for filtering, and if expressions, it can be useful to multiple expressions: andReturn true if if= the= left= hand= side= is= lower= or= equal= to= the= right= hand= side.=
for= if= statements,= for= filtering,= and= if= expressions,= it= can= be= useful= to= combine= multiple= expressions:= andreturn= true= if=&gt;&lt;/=true if the left hand side is lower or equal to the right hand side. For if statements, for filtering, and if expressions, it can be useful to combine multiple expressions: andReturn true if &gt; &gt; left and right operand
are true. or The file is true if the left or right operand is true. not make a statement (see below). (expr)group an expression. Ice and in operators support negation using an infix notation, too: foo is not bar and foo not in the bar instead of not foo is bar and not foo in the bar. All other expressions require a prefix notation: not (foo and bar). The following operators
are very useful, but do not fit into any of the other two categories: inPerform a sequence /mapping resolution test. Returns true if the left operat exists on the right. For example, {{ 1 in [1, 2, 3] }} will return true. isPerforms a test. |Applies a filter. ~ Converts all operands to strings and pairs them. {{ Hello ~ name ~ ! }} would return (assuming the name is set to
'John') Hi John!. ()Call a dialable: {{ record.render() }}. In parentheses, you can use position arguments and keyword arguments as in Python: {{ post.render(user, full=true) }}. . / []Get an attribute for an object. (See variables) It is also possible to use built-in if expression. These are useful in some situations. For example, you can use this to expand from one
template if a variable is defined, otherwise from the default layout template: {% expands layout_template if layout_template is defined otherwise 'master.html' %} The general syntax &lt;do something=&gt; is if &lt;something is= true=&gt; otherwise &lt;do something= else=&gt;. The second part is optional. If it is not specified, the second block is implicitly
evaluated to an undefined object: {{ [{}].format(page.title) if page.title }} You can also use one of the methods defined on a variable's type. The value returned from the invocation method is used as the value of the expression. Here is an example that uses methods defined on strings (where page.title is a string): {{ page.title.storeize() }} This also works for
methods for user-defined types. For example, if variable f of type Foo has a method line defined on it, you can do the following: abs(x, /)¶ Return the absolute value of the argument. attr(obj, name)¶ Get an attribute for an object. foo|attr(bar) acts as foo.bar just that always an attribute is returned and items are not detected. For more information, see
Subscription notes. lot (value, linecount, fill_with = None)¶ A filter that values items. It works pretty much like the slice just the other way around. It returns a list of lists with given number of items. If you specify a new parameter, this is used to fill up missing items. See this example: &lt;table&gt; {%- for row in items|batch(3,') %} &lt;tr&gt; {%- for column in row
%} &lt;td&gt;{{ column }}&lt;/td&gt; {%- end for %} &lt;/tr&gt; {%- end for %} &lt;/table&gt; capitalize(s)¶ Use capital to a value. The first character will be uppercase letters, all other lowercase letters. center(value, width=80)¶ Centers the value in a field with a given width. default(value, boolean=False)¶ If the value is undefined, the default value returns,
otherwise the value of the variable: {{ &lt;/do&gt;&lt;/something&gt;&lt;/do&gt; &lt;/do&gt;&lt;/something&gt;&lt;/do&gt; is not defined') }} This will send out the value of the my_variable if the variable was defined, otherwise 'my_variable is not defined'. To use the default with variables that evaluate to false, you must set the second parameter to true: {{
|default('the string was empty', true) }} Modified in version 2.11: It is now possible to configure the environment with ChainableUndefined to make the default filter work on nested items and attributes that may contain undefined values in the chain without getting a UdefinedError. Aliases d dictsort(value, case_sensitive=False, by='key', reverse=False)¶ Sort a
dict and yield (key, value) pair. Because python dicts are unsorted, you may want to use this function to order them by either key or value: {% for item in mydict|dictsort %} sorts the poem by key, case sensitive {% for item in mydict|dictsort(reverse=true) %} sorts the poem by key, reverse order {% for item in mydict|dictsort(true) %} sorts the poem by key,
case sensitive {% for item in mydict|dictsort(false) , 'value') %} sorts the poem by value, case-sensitive escape(s)¶ Convert characters &amp;, &lt;,&gt;, ', and in strings to HTML-secure sequences. Use this if you need to display text that can contain such characters in HTML. Marks the return value as the selection string. Aliases e filesize format (value, binary
= False)¶ Format the value as a human readable file size (that will want 13 KB, 4.1 MB, 102 Bytes, etc). Per standard decimal prefixes are used (Mega, Giga, etc.), if the second parameter is set to True the binary prefixes used (Mebi, Gibi). first(seq)¶ Return the first item in a sequence. float(value, default=0.0)¶ Convert the value to a floating point. If the
conversion doesn't work, it's returned 0.0. You can override this default by using the first parameter. forceescape(value)¶ Enforce HTML escapes. This is likely to double escape variables. format(value, *args, **kwargs)¶ Apply the specified values to a print f-style format string, such as string % values. {{ %s, %s!| format(greeting, name) }} Hey, Verden! In
most cases, it should be more convenient and efficient to use the % operator or size format(). {{ %s, %s! % (greeting, name) }} {{ {}, {}!. format(greeting, name) }} groupby(value, attribute)¶ Group a sequence of objects by an attribute by using Python's itertools.groupby(). The attribute can use point notation for nested access, such as address.city. Unlike
Python's groupby, the values are sorted first, so that only one group is returned for each unique value. For example, a list of user objects with a city attribute can be rendered in groups. In this example, the grouper refers to the city value of the group. &lt;ul&gt;{% for the city, user items|groupby(by) %} &lt;li&gt;{{ by }} &lt;ul&gt;{% for user in items %} &lt;li&gt;{{
user.name }} {% end of end of %}&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt; groupby provides named lookups of (grouper, list), which can be used instead of tuple unpacking above. groups is the value of the attribute, and the list is the items with &lt;/,&gt; &lt;/,&gt; &lt;ul&gt;{% for group in users|groupby(by) %} &lt;li&gt;{{ grouper }}: {{ group.list|join(, ) } {% endfor
%}&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt; Changelog Modified in version 2.6: The attribute supports point notation for nested access. indent(s, width=4, first=False, blank=False, inrytfirst=None)¶ Return a copy of the string with each line indented by 4 spaces. By default, the first line and blank lines are not indented. Parameters width – Number of spaces to indent after. First –
Do not skip indents on the first line. empty – Do not skip indents of blank lines. Changelog Modified in version 2.10: Blank lines are not indented by default. Rename the indent first argument to first. int(value, default=0, base=10)¶ Convert the value to an integer. If the conversion doesn't work, it's returned on 0. You can override this default by using the first
parameter. You can also override the default base (10) in the second parameter, which handles input with prefixes such as 0b, 0o, and 0x, respectively, for bases 2, 8, and 16. The base is ignored for decimals and non-string values. join(value, d='', attribute=None)¶ Return a string that is the join of the strings in the sequence. The delimiter between items is
an empty string per default, you can define it with the optional parameter{ {{ [1, 2, 3]|join('|') }} -&gt; 1|2|3 {{ [1, 2, 3]|join }} -&gt; 123 It is also possible to join specific attributes for an object: {{ users|join(', ', attribute='username') }} Changelog New in version 2.6: Attribute parameter was added. load(seq)¶ Return the last item in a sequence. Note: Does not work
with generators. You may want to explicitly convert it to a list: {{ data | selectattr('name', '==', 'Jinja') | list | last }} length(obj, /)¶ Return the number of items in a container. Aliases count list(value)¶ Convert the value to a list. If there was a string, the returned list will be a list of characters. lowercase¶ Convert a value to lowercase. map(*args, **kwargs)¶ Applies
a filter to a sequence of objects or looks up an attribute. This is useful when working with lists of objects, but you are really only interested in a certain value of it. The basic usage is the mapping on an attribute. Let's say you have a list of users, but you're only interested in a list of user names: Users on this page: {{ users|map(attribute='username')|join(', ') }}
You can specify a default value to use if an object in the list does not have the specified attribute. {{ users|map(attribute=username, default=Anonymous)|join(, ) }} You can also let it start a filter by sending the name of the filter and arguments afterwards. A good example is to use a text conversion filter on a sequence: Users on this page: {{
titles|map('lower')|join(', ') }} Similar to a generator understanding, such as: (u.username for you in users) (u.username or Anonymous for you in users) (do_lower(x) for x in Modified in version 2.11.0: Added the default parameter. Changelog max(value, case_sensitive=False, attribute=None)¶ Return Return element from the sequence. Parameters
case_sensitive – Treat uppercase and lowercase strings as distinct. attribute – Retrieve the object with the maximum value for this attribute. min(value, case_sensitive=False, attribute=None)¶ Return the smallest item from the sequence. Parameters case_sensitive – Treat uppercase and lowercase strings as distinct. attribute – Retrieve the object with the
min value for this attribute. pprint(value, verbose=False)¶ Print a variable. Useful for troubleshooting. With Jinja 1.2 onwards, you can send it a parameter. If this parameter is truthful, the output will be more detailed (this requires quite) random(seq)¶ Return a random item from the sequence. reject(*args, **kwargs)¶ Filters a sequence of objects by applying a
test to each object and rejecting the objects with the test after. If no test is specified, each object is evaluated as a Boolean. Sample usage: {{ numbers|reject(odd) }} Similar to a generator understanding, such as: (n for n in numbers unless test_odd(n)) Changelog rejectattr(*args, **kwargs)¶ Filters a sequence of objects by applying a test to the specified
attribute for each object, and rejecting the objects successfully. If no test is specified, the attribute's value is evaluated as a Boolean. {{ users|rejectattr(is_active) }} }} {{ users|rejectattr(email, none) }} Similar to a generator understanding such as: (u for user in users if not user.is_active) (u for user in users if not test_none(user.email)) Changelog replace(s, old,
new, count = None)¶ Return a copy of the value with all instances of a substring replaced with a new one. The first argument is the substring to be replaced, the second is the replacement string. If the optional third argument number is given, only the first counting events are replaced: {{ Hello World|replace(Hello, Goodbye) }} -&gt; Goodbye World {{
aaaaargh|replace(a, d'oh, , 2) }} -&gt; d'oh, d'oh, aaargh reverse(value)¶ Reverse the object or return an iterator that iterates over the other way around. round(value, precision=0, method='common')¶ Round the number to a given precision. The first parameter indicates the precision (default is 0), the second rounding method: regular rounds either up or down
the ceil always rounds up the floor always rounds down if you do not specify a method commonly used. {{ 42.55|round }} -&gt; 43.0 {{ 42.55|round(1, 'floor') }} -&gt; 42.5 Note that although rounded to 0 precision, a float is returned. If you need a genuine integer, you can pass it through int: {{ 42.55|round|int }} -&gt; 43 safe(value)¶ Mark the value as safe, which
means that in an environment with auto escaping enabled, this variable will not be escaped. select(*args, **kwargs)¶ Filters a sequence of objects by applying a test to each object, and only selects the objects with the test successfully. If no test is specified, each object is evaluated as a Boolean. Sample usage: {{ numbers|select(odd) }} {{
numbers|select(odd) }} 3) }} {{ number|select(lessthan, 42) }} {{ strings|select(equalto, mystring) }} Similar to a generator understanding such as: (n for n in numbers if test_odd(n)) (n for n in numbers if test_divisibleby(n, 3)) Changelog selectattr(*args, **kwargs)¶ Filters a sequence of objects by applying a test to the specified attribute for each object, and only



selects the objects with the test successfully. If no test is specified, the attribute's value is evaluated as a Boolean. Example usage: {{ users|selectattr(is_active) }} {{ users|selectattr(email, none) }} Similar to a generator understanding such as: (u for the user in users if user.is_active) (u for user user if test_none(user.email)) Changelog slice (value, slicer,
fill_with = None)¶ Slice an iterator and return a list of lists that contain these items. Useful if you want to create a div that contains three ul codes that represent columns: &lt;div class=columnwrapper&gt; {%- for column in items|slice(3) %} &lt;ul class=column-{{ loop.index }}&gt; {%- for item in column %} &lt;li&gt;{{ item }}&lt;/li&gt; {%- end for %} &lt;/ul&gt; {%-
end for %} &lt;/div&gt; If you send it another argument, it is used to fill missing values at the last iteration. black(value, reverse=False, case_sensitive=False, attribute=None)¶ Sort an email using Python's sorted(). {% for city in cities|sorts %} ... {% end for %} Parameters reverse – Sort descending instead of ascending. case_sensitive – Sort uppercase and
lowercase letters separately when sorting strings. attribute – When you sort objects or indexes, an attribute, or a key to sort by. Can use dot notation as address.city. Can be a list of attributes such as age, name. The sorting is stable, it does not change the relative order of items that compare equals. This makes it possible to chain sorts on different attributes
and purchase order. {% for user in users|sort(attribute=name) |black(reverse=true, attribute=age) %} ... {% end for %} As a chain ring shortcut when the direction is the same for all attributes, you send a separate comma list of attributes. {% for users|sort(attribute=age,name) %} ... {% end for %} Modified in version 2.11.0: The attribute parameter can be a
comma-separated list of attributes, such as age,name. Changelog Modified in version 2.6: Attribute parameter was added. string(object)¶ Create a string unicode if it is not already. That way, a selection string is not converted back to unicode. striptags(value)¶ Strip SGML/XML tags and replace adjacent spaces at one interval. sum(iterable, attribute=None,
start=0)¶ Returns the sum of a sequence of numbers plus the value of the parameter 'start' (by default to 0). When the sequence is empty, it returns the start. It is also possible to summarize only specific attributes: Total: {{ items|sum(attribute='price') }} Changelog Modified in version 2.6: Attribute parameter was added to allow attributes. The start parameter
was also moved to the right. title(s)¶ Return a title-exiting version of the value. It will want words to begin with letters, all remaining characters are lowercase. tojson(value, indent=None)¶ Dumps a structure to JSON so that it is safe to use in &lt;script&gt;&lt;/script&gt;it will shorten the urls to that number. There is also a third argument that makes the URL
nofollow: {{ mytext|urlize(40, true) }} links are shortened to 40 characters and defined by rel =nofollow If the target is specified, the target attribute is added &lt;a&gt;in the code: {{ mytext|urlize(40, target='_blank') }} Changelog Modified in version 2.8+: The target parameter was added. wordcount(s)¶ Count the words in this string break_on_hyphens
break_long_words one. Existing new lines are treated as paragraphs to be packaged separately. Parameters s – Original text to wrap. width – Maximum length of wrapped lines. break_long_words – If a word is longer than the width, break it across lines. break_on_hyphens – If a word contains dashes, it can be split across lines. wrapstring – String to join
each wrapped line. By default for Environment.newline_sequence. Modified in version 2.11: Existing new lines are treated as paragraphs that are packaged separately. Modified in version 2.11: Added break_on_hyphens parameter. Changelog modified in version 2.7: Added the wrapstring parameter. xmlattr(d, autospace=True)¶ Create an SGML/XML
attribute string based on the elements of a dict. All values that are neither nor undefined are automatically escaped: &lt;ul{{ {'class':= 'my_list',= 'missing':= none,= 'id':= 'list-%d'|format(variable)}|xmlattr= }}=&gt;... Results in something like this: &lt;ul class=my_list id=list-42&gt;... &lt;/ul&gt; As you can see it automatically prepends a space in front of the item if
the filter returned something unless the second parameter is false. boolean(value)¶ Return true if the object is a Boolean value. callable(obj, /)¶ Return if the object is callable (that is, some kind of function). Note that classes are callable, which are instances of classes with __call__() method. defined(value)¶ Return true if the variable is defined: {% if the
variable is defined %} the value of the variable: {{ variable }} {% else %} variable is not defined {% endif %} See the default() filter for an easy way to enter undefined variables. divisibleby(value, num)¶ Check if a variable is divisible by a number. eq(a, b, /)¶ Same as a == b. Aliases ==, equal to escaped(value)¶ Check if the value is escaped. even(value)¶
Return true if the variable is smooth. false(value)¶ Return true if the object is False. float(value) Return true if the object is a float. (a, b, /)¶ Same as one &gt; = b. Aliases &gt;= gt(a, b, /)¶ Same as a &gt; b. Aliases &gt;, greater than in (value, seq)¶ Check if the value is in seq. Changelog integer(value)¶ Return true if the object is an integer. iterable(value)¶
Check if it is possible to iterate over an object. le(a, b, /)¶ &lt;= b.= aliases=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt;= lower(value)= return= true= if= the= variable= is= lowercased.= lt(a,= b,= ¶= same= as= a=&gt;&lt;/=&gt; &lt; b.= aliases=&gt; &lt;, lessthan mapping(value)¶ Return true if the object is a mapping (dict etc.). Changelog ne(a, b, /)¶ Same a != b. Aliases != none(value)¶
Return true if the variable is lessthan= mapping(value)¶= return= true= if= the= object= is= a= mapping= (dict= etc.). = changelog= ne(a,= b,= ¶= same= as= a= !=b. aliases= !=none(value)¶ return= true= if= the= variable= is=&gt;&lt;/, lessthan mapping(value)¶ Return true if the object is a mapping (dict etc.). Changelog ne(a, b, /)¶ Same as a != b. Aliases !=
none(value)¶ Return true if the variable is &gt; Samme som en&lt;/ul{{&gt; &lt;/a&gt; &lt;/a&gt; number(value)¶ Return true if the variable is a number. odd(value)¶ Return true if the variable is odd. sameas(value, other)¶ Check if an object points to the same memory address than another object: {% if foo.attribute is sameas false %} foo attribute really is False
singleton {% endif %} sequence (value)¶ Return true if the variable is a sequence. Sequences are variables that can be ed. string(value) Return true if the object is a string. true(value)¶ Return true if the object is True. undefined(value)¶ As defined(), but vice versa. (value) Return true if the variable is large. The following functions are available in the global
scope by default: range([start, ]stop[, step])¶ Return a list that contains an arithmetic progression of integer. range (i, j) returns [i, in +1, in +2, ..., j-1]; start (!) by default to 0. When steps are set, it indicates the increase (or decrease). For example, range(4) and range(0, 4, 1) return [0, 1, 2, 3]. The endpoint is omitted! These are exactly the valid indices for a
list of 4 items. This is useful for repeating a template block several times, for example, to fill a list. Let's say you have 7 users in the list, but you want to render three empty items to enforce a height with CSS: &lt;ul&gt; {% for user in users %} &lt;li&gt;{{ user.username }}&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} {% for site quantity(10 - users|quantity) %} &lt;li
class=empty&gt;&lt;&gt;... &lt;/span&gt;&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} &lt;/ul&gt; lipsum(n=5, html=True, min=20, max=100)¶ Generates some lorem ipsum for the template. By default, five paragraphs of HTML are generated with each paragraph between 20 and 100 words. If html is False, plain text is returned. This is useful for generating simple content for layout
testing. dict(**elements)¶ A convenient alternative to dict literals. {'foo': 'bar'} is the same as dict(foo='bar'). class cycler(* items)¶ Cycler allows you to scroll between values similar to how loop.cycle works. Unlike loop.cycle, you can use this cycler outside loops or over multiple loops. This can be very useful if you want to view a list of folders and files with the
folders at the top, but both in the same list of alternating row colors. The following example shows how cycler can be used: {% set row_class = cycler('odd', 'even') %} &lt;ul class=browser&gt; {% for folder in folders %} &lt;li class=folder {{ row_class.next() }}&gt;{{ folder|e }}&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} {% for file names in files %} &lt;li class=file {{ row_class.next()
}}&gt;{{ filename|e }}&lt;/li&gt; {% end for %} &lt;/ul&gt; A cycler has the following attributes and methods: reset()¶ Resets the cycle of the first item. next()¶ Moves one item forward and returns the current item. current¶ Returns the current item. Changelog class carpenter(sep=', ')¶ A small helper that can be used to join multiple sections. A carpenter sends a
string and returns the string every time it is called, except for the first (in which case, it returns an empty string). You can use this to join things: {% set pipe = joiner(|) %} {% if categories %} %} pipe() }} Categories: {{ categories|join(, ) }} {% endif %} {% if author %} {{ pipe() }} Author: {{ author() }} {% endif %} {% if can_edit %} {{ pipe() }} &lt;a href=?
action=edit&gt;Edit&lt;/a&gt; {% endif %} Changelog class namespace(...) ¶ Creates a new container that allows you to attract attribute mapping using the {% set %} tag: {% set ns = namespace() %} {% set ns.foo = 'bar' %} The main purpose of this is to allow carrying a value from a loop body to an outer scope. Initial values can be entered as a dict, such as
keyword arguments, or both (same behavior as Python's poem constructor): {% set ns = namespace(found=false) %} {% for item element %} {% if item.check_something() %} {% set ns.found = true %} {% endif %} * {{ item.title }} {% endfor %} Found item that has something: {{ ns.found }} Changelog The following sections cover the built-in Jinja2 extensions
that can be enabled by an application. An application may also provide additional extensions that are not covered by this documentation; in that case, there should be a separate document explaining 7 extensions. If the i18n extension is enabled, it is possible to mark parts in the template as translating. To mark a section as trans, use trans: &lt;p&gt;{% trans
%} Hi {{ user }}! {% endtrans %}&lt;/p&gt; To translate a template expression , say using template filters, or by simply accessing an attribute for an object , you must bind the expression to a name for use in the translation block: &lt;p&gt;{% trans user=user.username %} Hi {{ user }}! {% endtrans %}&lt;/p&gt; If you need to bind more than one expression in a
trans code, separate the commas (,): {% trans book_title=book.title, author=author.name %} This is {{ book_title }} of {{ author }} {% endtrans %} In transcodes no sentences are allowed, only variable codes are. To pluralize, specify both the singular and pluralization code forms with the pluralization code, which are displayed between trans and endtrans: {%
trans count=list|length %} It is {{ count }} {{ name }}} object. {% pluralize %} There are {{ count }} {{ name }} objects. {% end trans %} By default, the first variable in a block is used to determine the correct singular or plural form. If that doesn't work, you can specify the name to use to pluralize by adding it as a parameter to pluralize: {% trans...,
user_count=users|length %}... {% pluralize user_count %}... {% end trans %} When you translate longer blocks of text, spaces and line breaks result in rather ugly and error-prone translation strings. To avoid this, a trans block can be marked as trimmed replacing all line breaks and spaces around them at a single interval and removing leading/trailing
spaces: {% trans trimmed book_title=book.title %} This is {{ book_title }}. You should read it! {% end trans %} If trimming is enabled globally, the non-rimmed modifier can be used to disable it for a Changelog New in version 2.10: The trimmed and non-rimmed modifiers have been added. There are also to translate strings in expressions. For this purpose,
there are three functions: gettext: translate a single string ngettext: translate a pluralizable string _: alias for gettext For example, you can easily print a translated string like this: If you want to use placeholders, using the format filter{ { {{_'Hello %(user)s!')| format(user=user.username) }} For multiple placeholders, you always use keyword arguments to format,
since other languages may not use the words in the same order. Changelog If newstyle gettext calls are enabled (Whitespace Trimming), it is much easier to use placeholders: {{ gettext('Hello World!') }} {{ gettext('Hello%(name)s!', name='World') }} {{ ngettext('%(num)d apple', '%(num)d apples', apples|count) }} Note that the ngettext function's format string
automatically receives the quantity as a number parameter in addition to the common parameters. If the expression statement extension is loaded, a code called make available is exactly like the regular variable expression ({{ ... }}); except that it does not print anything. This can be used to change lists: {% do navigation.append('a string') %} If the application
enables Loop Controls, it is possible to pause and continue in loops. When the break is reached, the loop ends; If continuation is reached, treatment is stopped and continues with the next iteration. Here is a loop that skips every other item: {% for the user in users %} {%- if loop.index is even %}{% continue %}{% endif %} ... {% end for %} Similarly, there is a
loop that stops processing after the tenth iteration: {% for the user in users %} {%- if loop.index &gt;= 10%}{% pause %}{% endif %} {%- endfor %} Note that loop.index starts with 1, and loop.index0 starts with 0 (see: For). Changelog With the sentence allows you to create a new inner scope. Variables specified in this scope are not visible outside the scope.
With a nutshell: {% with %} {% set foo = 42%} {{ foo }} foo is 42 here {% endwith %} foo is not visible here anymore Because it is common to enter variables at the beginning of the scope, you can do so in with the statement. The following two examples are similar: {% with foo = 42 %} {{ foo }} {% endwith %} {% with %} {% set foo = 42 %} {{ foo }} {% endwith
%} An important note about scope here. In Jinja versions before 2.9, the behavior to refer to a variable to another had some unintended consequences. In particular, one variable can refer to another defined in the same with the block's opening statement. This caused problems with cleaned up scoping behavior and has since been improved. Especially in
newer Jinja2 versions, the following code always refers to the variable a from outside the block: {% with a={}, b=a.attribute %}... {% ends with %} In earlier Jinja versions, the b attribute refers to the results of the first attribute. If you depend on this, you can rewrite it to use the specified code: {% with a={} %} {% set b = a.attribute %} {% endwith %} In older
versions of Jinja (before (before it was necessary to activate this feature with an extension. It is now enabled by default. Changelog If you want, you can enable and disable Autoescaping from a template. Example: {% autoescape true %} Autoescaping is active in this block {% endautoescape %} {% autoescape false %} Autoescaping is inactive in this block
{% endautoescape %} After an endautoescape, the behavior is back to what it was before. Extension In older versions of Jinja (before 2.9) it was necessary to enable this feature with an extension. It is now enabled by default. Default.
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